Information drives innovation

Does your infrastructure have the speed and agility required for Microsoft® SQL Server® 2019?

Understand the ramifications of data gravity
Data has mass and is pulling applications toward it

YOU NEED TO:
- draw valuable insights wherever data resides
- harness data from edge to core to cloud

Experience the possibilities of SQL Server 2019 and data virtualization

Grant the right access to all data, quickly and easily

Enable better, real-time decision making

Accelerate business innovation

With a powerful Dell EMC foundation

- Compute: Real-time in-memory data processing, Intel® Optane™ DC Persistent Memory
- Networking: Open networking technologies, SDN in a wide area network
- Storage: NVMe over fabrics and storage-class memory, Data services for containers

Win in the new era of data management

Get the freedom to do what makes sense for your business

Accelerate: Increase efficiency and drive operational savings
Protect: Safeguard your highest value asset: your data
Reuse: Reduce administrative overhead of infrastructure

Data is everywhere

Dell EMC can help you harness it and make the impossible real

Read the White Paper